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synapses is controversial. Some suggest that high con-Ko Matsui and Craig E. Jahr*
Vollum Institute centrations of transmitter are confined to the immediate
vicinity of the release site (Barbour, 2001), or even inOregon Health and Science University
L474, 3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Road microdomains within the synaptic cleft (Franks et al.,
2003). Others report that transmitter can spread to extra-Portland, Oregon 97239
synaptic neuronal receptors (Diamond, 2001) and sur-
rounding glial membranes (Bergles et al., 1997). In some
circumstances, it appears that transmitter can diffuse toSummary
neighboring synapses and activate or desensitize those
receptors (Trussell et al., 1993; DiGregorio et al., 2002;Exocytosis of synaptic vesicles is generally assumed
to occur only at ultrastructurally defined presynaptic Xu-Friedman and Regehr, 2003). Such spillover of trans-
mitter can explain synaptic phenomena such as hetero-active zones. If release is restricted to these sites,
receptors not located within the synaptic cleft must synaptic depression (Isaacson et al., 1993; Scanziani et
al., 1996). Whether spillover of transmitter from synapticbe activated by transmitter that diffuses out of the
cleft or not be activated at all. Here we report that clefts can account for all of the phenomena attributed
to it, however, is not certain.AMPA receptor-mediated quantal events resulting
from climbing fiber release are observed in Bergmann In this study, we mainly focused on the synapses
between climbing fibers (CFs) and Purkinje cells (PCs)glial cells in the cerebellar cortex. These quantal
events are not coincident with quanta recorded in in cerebellar cortex. Each CF-PC synapse is almost
completely encased by Bergmann glial cell (BG) mem-neighboring Purkinje cells which receive input from
the same climbing fiber. As Bergmann glial mem- brane (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; Spacek, 1985; Xu-
Friedman et al., 2001; Grosche et al., 2002). The CF-PCbranes are excluded from the synaptic cleft, we pro-
pose that exocytosis can occur from climbing fiber synapse has an exceptionally high release probability
(Silver et al., 1998) and can release multiple vesicles atrelease sites located directly across from Bergmann
glial membranes. Such ectopic release may account individual synapses in response to an action potential
(Wadiche and Jahr, 2001; Foster et al., 2002). Spilloverfor the majority of the Bergmann glial AMPA response
evoked by climbing fiber stimulation. of glutamate following multivesicular release has been
suggested to activate AMPA receptors and glutamate
transporters on BGs (Bergles et al., 1997; Dzubay andIntroduction
Jahr, 1999). However, whether the glutamate transient
following single exocytotic events is sufficient to acti-Transmitter receptors located extrasynaptically on neu-
rons and glia may or may not be activated in the course vate BG AMPA receptors is unclear (Barbour, 2001;
Franks et al., 2003).of physiological events. Whether they are activated de-
pends not only on their affinity and on how distant they We find that AMPA receptor-mediated quantal events
originating from CFs can be recorded in BGs. However,are from the sites of vesicular exocytosis but also on
the density and binding properties of transmitter trans- quantal events are not simultaneously recorded in
neighboring PCs that receive input from the same CF.porters lining the extracellular space. In addition, if more
than one vesicle can be released simultaneously, either We suggest that BG AMPA receptors sense glutamate
following single exocytotic events at ectopic releasefrom the same site or from neighboring sites, the re-
sulting higher concentrations of transmitter will activate sites but not from single release events within nearby
conventional synapses onto PCs. Based on the actionsreceptors at greater distances than if only single, iso-
lated exocytotic events occur. Although there is evi- of EGTA-AM, evoked release from CFs onto PCs and
BGs appear to be differentially coupled to voltage-dence for such spillover at some synapses (Isaacson et
al., 1993; Trussell et al., 1993; Scanziani et al., 1996; dependent Ca2 influx. We estimate that ectopic release
accounts for more than 58% of the evoked CF-BG AMPABergles et al., 1997; Diamond, 2001; DiGregorio et al.,
2002; Xu-Friedman and Regehr, 2003), there is also evi- receptor response.
dence that exocytosis can occur from presynaptic mem-
branes at ectopic sites, some distance from the synaptic Results
active zone ultrastructure (Zenisek et al., 2000; Beutner
et al., 2001; Lenzi et al., 2002; Zenisek et al., 2003). If Quantal Events Recorded from Bergmann
this ectopic release is a general phenomenon, large, fast Glial Cells
transients of transmitter will occur in the extrasynaptic In the presence of cyclothiazide (CTZ, 200 M), to en-
space causing faster and more dramatic activation of hance AMPA receptor-mediated responses (Dzubay
extrasynaptic receptors than expected from the smaller and Jahr, 1999), and tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 M), bath ap-
transmitter transients resulting from spillover. plication of the secretagogue pardaxin (1M; Lazarovici
Whether spillover can account for activation of extra- and Lelkes, 1992; Bergles et al., 2000) induced quantal
synaptic receptors and receptors within neighboring current transients in BGs at 32C–35C (Figure 1A). As
the pardaxin experiments were performed with slices
from P8 to P10 animals, in which parallel fibers (PFs)*Correspondence: jahr@ohsu.edu
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(Figures 1D and 1E); when the stimulus failed to trigger
an action potential in the CF, neither synchronous nor
asynchronous events were seen. This indicates that the
burst of desynchronized quantal events are linked to
the activity of the CF. The average quantal event in
pardaxin or Sr2 had a similar size and time course (for
Sr2, rise time, 286  73 s; Decay, 1.8  0.4 ms; peak
amplitude, 17.0  6.2 pA; P8 to P12 animals; n  51
cells). Similar asynchronous quantal events evoked in
Sr2 could also be recorded in BGs from slices from P18
to P20 animals (rise time, 357  150 s; Decay, 1.6  0.5
ms; peak amplitude, 13.4  6.0 pA; n  6 cells), indicat-
ing that these events are not restricted to an early period
in development (Altman, 1972; Mariani and Changeux,
1981; Hashimoto and Kano, 2003).
Quantal Events Arise from Glutamate Released
from CFs
Although CF firing evokes quantal events in BG, neigh-
boring PCs will also be activated. It is possible that the
quantal events recorded in BGs result from exocytosis
of transmitter from dendrites of the activated PCs (see
Zilberter, 2000). The following experiments were per-
formed to determine the origin of release and the identity
of the transmitter underlying the BG quanta.Figure 1. Quantal Events Elicited in BGs
Asynchronous quantal events in BG evoked in Sr2(A) Application of pardaxin (1 M) in the presence of TTX (1 M)
triggered quantal events in BGs (Vh  65 mV). Extracellular solu- were completely blocked by 100 M GYKI 53655 (n 
tion contained 5 mM Ba2 (no Ca2 or Mg2) and 200 M CTZ. PS1 4 cells), a specific antagonist of AMPA receptors (Do-
was used as the pipette solution. 32C–35C. nevan and Rogawski, 1993; Zorumski et al., 1993). To
(B) Amplitude histogram of quanta.
determine whether this effect of GYKI 53655 results di-(C) Average quantal response (n 128). For this cell, 20%–80% rise
rectly from blockade of BG AMPA receptors rather thantime was 267 s, Decay was 1.9 ms, peak amplitude was 16.9 pA.
an upstream AMPA receptor-driven mechanism, we(A) (B) and (C) are from the same cell.
(D) Synchronous and asynchronous events evoked by CF stimula- tested 1-naphthyl acetyl spermine (NASPM; 50 M), a
tion in the presence of 5 mM Sr2 and no Ca2 or Mg2. Extracellular Jorotoxin analog that specifically inhibits AMPA recep-
50 M Ba2 and intracellular PS2, containing 300 M free Ba2, tors which lack GluR2 subunit (Koike et al., 1997) and
was used to increase the input resistance. Three traces of the base-
are therefore Ca2-permeable like those expressed inline and the asynchronous release portion are shown below. Only
BG (Burnashev et al., 1992). In 2 mM Ca2, NASPM hadresponses indicating successful presynaptic CF activation are
no effect on the CF-evoked EPSC in PCs (CF-PC EPSC;shown (“Successes”).
(E) Same cell as in (D). Stimuli of the same intensity resulted in Figure 2A; 103%  6% of control; n  4 cells) and
occasional failures of both synchronous and asynchronous events, therefore would not block CF-evoked complex spiking
indicating a failure to evoke a CF action potential (“Failures”). in unclamped PCs. In contrast, CF-evoked responses in
(F) Average time course of asynchronous quanta (n 231) collected
BG (CF-BG responses) were almost blocked by NASPMfrom the same cell as in (D). Quanta normally occurred on a sloping
(Figure 2A; peak amplitude, 18%  6% of control; n baseline, typically seen after the synchronous component of the
5 cells). NASPM (50 M) also blocked asynchronous BGevoked response. Therefore, a straight line, fitted between 1–3
ms before and7–10 ms after the onset of each quantal event, was quanta evoked in Sr2 (Figure 2B; n  4 cells). From
subtracted from the original trace. For this cell, 20%–80% rise time these experiments, we suggest that glutamate released
was 176 s, Decay was 1.7 ms, peak amplitude was 22.4 pA. CTZ from a single vesicle can reach the BG membrane at a
(200 M) was present throughout.
concentration sufficient to activate several AMPA recep-
tors almost synchronously.
As CF stimulation depolarizes PCs, the BG quantalare not yet functional (Altman, 1972; Yamada et al., 2000;
Harrison and Jahr, 2003), the quantal events most likely events could theoretically arise from glutamate released
from PCs, not the CF. To test this idea, simultaneousresult from release from CFs. In three cells recorded
under the same conditions, the 20%–80% rise time was recordings were obtained from neighboring PC and BG
pairs. After establishing that the PC and BG received296 28 s, the decay was described by a single expo-
nential with a time constant (Decay) of 2.3  0.8 ms, the input from the same CF (see Figure 3A), Sr2 was intro-
duced to desynchronize release to confirm that quantalpeak amplitude was 13.2  4.7 pA, and the amplitude
histogram was skewed to the right (Figures 1B and 1C). events could be detected in the BG (Figure 2C). The PC
was then depolarized from –60 mV to 0 mV for 200 msQuantal events could also be recorded in BG following
CF stimulation after replacing extracellular Ca2 and to simulate the effects of CF input. Despite the massive
PC depolarization, no response was recorded from theMg2 with 5 mM Sr2, which desynchronizes evoked
exocytotic events (Figure 1D; Goda and Stevens, 1994; BG (Figure 2D, n 3 cell pairs). Subsequent CF stimula-
tion again evoked asynchronous quantal events in theXu-Friedman and Regehr, 2000). Quantal events were
evoked only in association with a synchronous response BG. It is also possible that coincident activation of
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Figure 2. BG Quanta Originate from Glutamate Released from CFs
(A) Application of 50 M NASPM, a Ca2-permeable AMPA receptor
blocker, had little effect on CF-PC EPSC (Vh  –10 mV; thin trace
in control, thick trace in NASPM; PS3) but largely blocked CF-BG
response (Vh  –65 mV; PS2). In both recordings, a voltage step to
–1 mV was applied in the beginning of each trace to monitor series
resistance. Extracellular 50 M Ba2 and 200 M CTZ were pres-
ent throughout.
(B) CF-evoked response and asynchronous quanta were recorded
from a BG in the presence of 5 mM Sr2. Application of 50 M
NASPM blocked quantal events and largely blocked the synchro-
nous component.
(C) Responses in a paired recording from a PC (top, Vh  –60 mV,
PS4) and a BG (bottom, Vh  –65 mV, PS2) evoked by stimulation
of the same CF in the presence of 5 mM Sr2.
(D) Using the same cell pair as in (C), PC was depolarized to 0 mV
Figure 3. Quantal Events in PCs and BGs Are Not Coincidentfor 200 ms (voltage, top; current, middle).
(A) Paired recording from a PC (Vh  –60 mV, PS3, top trace) and
a BG (Vh  –65 mV, PS2, bottom trace) in 2 mM Ca2 and 1.3 mM
Mg2 and no CTZ. Paired stimuli (timing shown by arrow heads)mGluRs and depolarization is necessary to release glu-
were given at an interval of 150 ms; stimulus strength was set at
tamate from the PC. If this were the case, blocking just threshold. The CF-evoked responses either succeeded or failed
mGluR activation should inhibit CF-evoked quantal at the same time in the two cells, indicating that the two cells share
events in BG. However, asynchronous quanta evoked the same CF.
(B) Sample traces from the same cell pair as in (A) after changingin Sr2 were unaffected (data not shown, n  3) by the
the extracellular solution to 5 mM Sr2 and 200 M CTZ. Shown incoapplication of the group I and II mGluR antagonist
the inset is a portion of the two traces, where isolated events wereMCPG (1 mM) and the group II and III mGluR antagonist
observed both in the PC and the BG. No coincidence of events was
CPPG (500 M). seen (see arrows for examples).
(C) From similar paired recordings as in (A) and (B), the traces from
PCs and BGs Do Not Share the Same two cells were either aligned by the quantal events in the PC (n 
1890, left) or by those in the BG (n  1003, right). Averaged acrossRelease Sites
12 cell pairs. The sloping baseline was adjusted as in Figure 1F.The results above indicate that glutamate released from
the CF is detected by BGs. To determine whether PCs
and BGs share the same CF release sites, simultaneous
recordings from pairs of PCs and BGs were performed. both failed, or only one of them succeeded, as judged
by responses in the postsynaptic cells (Figure 3A). CellIf quantal events can be recorded simultaneously in both
cells, this would suggest that both cells respond to the pairs that had 100% correlated successes and failures
were assumed to share a presynaptic fiber. CTZ and 5same exocytotic events.
To test whether both the PC and BG received input mM Sr2 were then applied to isolate individual quantal
events (Figure 3B). Two ways of searching for correlatedfrom the same CF, paired stimuli were applied at an
intensity straddling threshold for firing the CF. Some- responses in the two traces were performed. The first
method was to visually examine whether quantal re-times both stimuli succeeded in activating the CF, or
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sponses in the PC were coincident with those in the BG,
and vice versa (Figure 3B, inset). Although this is difficult
to quantify because of the very high frequency of events
in the PC, no coincident events were detected in 12 cell
pairs. The second method used to determine whether
events in both cells occurred simultaneously was to
align the BG recordings by the onset of the events in
the PC and then average across all the traces in an
attempt to bring a BG response out of the noise. The
same procedure was used to determine if there were
occult events in the PC coincident with observable
quanta in the BG. The two traces aligned either by the
quanta in the PC (n  1890) or by the quanta in the BG
(n  1003) were averaged across 12 cell pairs (Figure
3C). There was no current response in either cell type
that was associated with quantal events in its counter-
part. The trace from the PC (Figure 3C, right) is noisier
because of the much higher frequency of quantal events
detected in the PC compared to the BG. Because of
the possible detection problem resulting from this high
frequency of asynchronous release, four cell pairs were
recorded, first in 5 mM Sr2 to determine that quantal
events could be detected in both cells, and then in lower
concentration of Sr2 (0.75 mM Sr2 and 4.25 mM Mg2)
to reduce the frequency and clearly isolate the quantal
events detected in PCs (Figure 4). Both the synchronous
and the asynchronous component of the evoked re-
sponse in BG gradually decreased upon solution ex-
change and were largely abolished by the time the solu-
tion exchange was complete. As in high Sr2, no
coincident quantal detection was observed in low Sr2
(344 PC events and 42 BG events collected in four cell
pairs, data not shown).
These data (Figures 3 and 4) showed that quantal
events reported by PCs were not detected by BGs, and
vice versa, despite the fact that the two cells shared the
Figure 4. Coincidence of Quantal Events Is Not Detected in Low Sr2same presynaptic CF. This suggests that (1) spillover of
(A) Paired recordings from a PC (Vh  –60 mV, PS3, top trace) andglutamate resulting from single exocytotic events onto
a BG (Vh  –65 mV, PS2, bottom trace) in 5 mM Sr2 and 200 MPCs is not sufficient to activate detectable AMPA recep-
CTZ. The same protocol as in Figure 3A was used to establish thattor responses in BGs and (2) there is direct vesicular
the PC and BG shared the same CF.
release of glutamate onto BG membranes that does not (B) Four sample traces each of the cells in (A), recorded simultane-
activate detectable PC AMPA receptor currents. ously, after changing the extracellular divalent composition to 0.75
We suggest that, in monoquantal release conditions, mM Sr2 and 4.25 mM Mg2. The synchronous component of the
evoked response in the PC has been truncated and is shown only forAMPA receptors on PCs and BGs sense release from
the uppermost trace. The asynchronous component of the evokeddistinct and independent release sites. Because exocy-
response in the PC was reduced in low Sr2, thus allowing eachtotic events occurring within the synaptic cleft will be
quantal response to be more readily resolved. Both the synchronous
reported by the PC, we suggest that the quanta recorded and the asynchronous component of the evoked response in the
in BG result from ectopic release events, i.e., those oc- BG was largely abolished and therefore no coincidence of quantal
curring outside of the synaptic cleft. events between the two cells was seen.
Ectopic Release Occurs in Physiological Conditions (without CTZ, Decay  0.7  0.1 ms; with CTZ, 1.8  0.4
Apart from changing the kinetics of the postsynaptic ms). The effect of CTZ on the decay time of the quanta
AMPA receptors, CTZ can increase Pr (Diamond and supports the idea that the quanta are mediated by AMPA
Jahr, 1995; Bellingham and Walmsley, 1999; Ishikawa receptors. The amplitude of the quanta in the absence
and Takahashi, 2001; although apparently not at CF of CTZ was somewhat smaller (11.3  2.6 pA, n  4
synapses; see Dzubay and Jahr, 1999). As the preceding cells) than in its presence (17.0  6.2 pA). This small
recordings were done in CTZ, ectopic release onto BG difference is likely caused by the change in the signal
may occur only because of this nonphysiological condi- to noise ratio: for a smaller average signal, the smallest
tion. However, in the absence of CTZ, CF stimulation in signals get lost in the noise and therefore the average
Sr2 still evoked asynchronous quantal events, although amplitude of the detected events would be less affected
many fewer were detected (Figure 5A). The quantal rise than the true mean (Zhou et al., 2000). These recordings
time was similar (212  55 s, n  4 cells) to the CTZ suggest that the detection of quanta in the BG is not
an artifact of the presence of CTZ.condition (286  73 s), but the decay time was faster
Ectopic Release of Synaptic Vesicles
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Figure 6. Quanta Rise Faster than Evoked Responses in BG
(A) CF-evoked responses were recorded from a BG in the presence
of 2 mM Ca2 and 1.3 mM Mg2. Ca2 and Mg2 were then replaced
with 5 mM Sr2 and CF-evoked asynchronous quanta were collected
from the same cell, aligned, and averaged. CTZ (200 M) was pres-
ent throughout.
(B) Responses in (A) normalized to their peaks. Inset shows re-
sponses on a faster time base.
Figure 5. Quantal Events Are Detected in BG without CTZ, Ba2,
or Sr2 evoked in physiological Ca2 conditions, and these re-
lease events occur at a common en passant synapse.(A) Average time course of asynchronous quanta evoked by stimula-
tion of CF in the presence of 5 mM Sr2 but without CTZ (n  44,
PS2). For this cell, the 20%–80% rise time was 179 s, Decay was
0.9 ms, peak amplitude was 7.9 pA. Kinetics of Ectopic Release
(B) Average time course of asynchronous quanta in the absence of
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, quantal events in PCs doextracellular and intracellular Ba2 but in the presence of 200 M
not coincide with those in BGs, indicating that singleCTZ (n  110, PS1). For this cell, 20%–80% rise time was 190 s,
Decay was 1.6 ms, peak amplitude was 16.6 pA. exocytotic events within the synaptic cleft do not result
(C) Paired stimuli (ISI  20 ms) of PFs evoked both synchronous in spillover sufficient to activate observable AMPA re-
and asynchronous events in a BG in the presence of 200 M CTZ, ceptor currents in BG. However, CF stimulation leads
2 mM Ca2, 1.3 mM Mg2 but no Sr2 or Ba2 (PS2).
to multiple exocytotic events in individual synapses(D) Average time course of PF-evoked quanta (n  79). For this cell,
(Wadiche and Jahr, 2001; Foster et al., 2002), which20%–80% rise time was 277 s, Decay was 1.7 ms, peak amplitude
was 15.7 pA. (C) and (D) are from the same cell. causes much higher extracellular glutamate concentra-
tion resulting from spillover that may activate BG AMPA
receptor-mediated currents (Bergles et al., 1997; Dzu-
Ectopic release could also be artifactually induced bay and Jahr, 1999; Harrison and Jahr, 2003). The follow-
by the presence of Ba2 both in the extracellular and ing experiments were conducted to estimate the relative
intracellular media (see Experimental Procedures). Al- contribution of ectopic release and spillover to the CF-
though 50 M Ba2 in the extracellular space did not BG AMPA response.
change the amplitude, kinetics, or the recovery time The kinetics of quantal events and CF-evoked re-
course of paired-pulse depression of the CF-PC EPSC sponses in the same BG are very different in CTZ (Figure
(data not shown), such extracellular Ba2 could poten- 6). The 20%–80% rise time and the decay of the quantum
tially act within the presynaptic terminal to induce non- evoked in 5 mM Sr2 are 272  65 s and 1.6  0.3 ms
physiological release. However, quanta could still be (Decay), whereas the CF-evoked responses in 2 mM Ca2recorded in BG in the absence of external and internal
rise and fall in 905  74 s and 7.5  0.5 ms (1/e decay
Ba2 (Figure 5B, rise time, 204  23 ms; Decay, 1.5  0.2 time from peak; data from same cells, n  4). These
ms; peak amplitude, 17.6  3.8 pA; n  3 cells).
differences in time course cannot be accounted for byFinally, Sr2 might cause nonphysiological ectopic re-
the kinetics of release, assuming that this is the same aslease. To test this idea, parallel fiber (PF) release was
at conventional release sites (Wadiche and Jahr, 2001). Ifexamined. PFs form en passant synapses onto PCs and
the time course of the BG quanta (rise time, 272 s;release glutamate asynchronously, as well as synchro-
Decay, 1.6 ms) is convolved with CF-PC release rate esti-nously, following stimulation in physiological conditions
mate from Wadiche and Jahr (2001), the result has a(Atluri and Regehr, 1998). In the presence of 2 mM Ca2,
rise time of 283 s and 1/e decay time of 2.6 ms, much1.3 mM Mg2 (no Sr2 or Ba2) and 200 M CTZ, paired
faster than the actual CF-BG response. Therefore, eitherstimuli to the inner molecular layer resulted in facilitation
the release time course of ectopic release is very slowof the PF-BG response (Figure 5C), as also seen with
compared to conventional release or the CF-BG re-the PF-PC EPSC (Atluri and Regehr, 1996). After one to
sponse in 2 mM Ca2 is at least partially mediated byfive stimuli at 50 Hz, asynchronous quanta were ob-
spillover following multivesicular release.served in BG following the evoked response. The aver-
Multivesicular release is reduced to monovesicularage of these quanta (Figure 5D) was very similar in size
release at CF-PC synapses by decreasing the extracel-and time course (rise time, 241  35 ms; Decay, 1.4 
lular Ca2 concentration to 0.5 mM (Wadiche and Jahr,0.2 ms; peak amplitude, 14.8  2.0 pA; P13 to P14
2001; Foster et al., 2002). A comparison of the CF-BGanimals; n  6 cells) as those following CF stimulation.
These results show that ectopic release events can be responses recorded in 2 mM and 0.5 mM Ca2 condi-
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Figure 7. CF-BG AMPA Response Rises Faster in Low Ca2
(A) CF-evoked responses were recorded from a BG in the presence
of 2 mM Ca2 and 1.3 mM Mg2 (no [Ba2]o). Synaptically activated
transporter current (STC) in the same Ca2 condition was recorded
in the presence of 10 M NBQX (thick line).
(B) CF-evoked responses in the presence of 0.5 mM Ca2 and 2.8
mM Mg2 from the same cell as in (A). STC was recorded in the
same low Ca2 condition in NBQX (thick line). Stimulus artifacts
were not blanked or subtracted in (A) or (B). CTZ (200 M) was
present throughout. Figure 8. Effect of EGTA-AM on CF-PC EPSCs and CF-BG AMPA
(C) CF-BG AMPA responses were extracted by subtracting the STC Responses
in each Ca2 condition. The resulting responses were normalized (A) CF-PC EPSC in the presence of 2 mM Ca2, 1.3 mM Mg2, and
to their peak amplitudes (2 mM Ca2, thin line; 0.5 mM Ca2, thick 2 mM -DGG to prevent saturation of AMPA receptors (Vh  –10
line). Inset shows responses on a faster time base. mV, no [Ba2]o, no CTZ, PS3). Average traces taken before (thin line)
(D) Summary of the 20%–80% rise time of the CF-BG AMPA re- and after (thick line) 10 min bath application of 20 M EGTA-AM.
sponse in 2 mM Ca2 (open bar) and 0.5 mM Ca2 (filled bar; n  Same duration and concentration of EGTA-AM was used for all of
4) recorded in the same cells. Statistical significance is given by the following recordings.
paired t test (p 	 0.05). (B) CF-BG AMPA response in the presence of 2 mM Ca2, 1.3 mM
Mg2, and 200 M CTZ (Vh  –65 mV, no [Ba2]o, PS2). STC was
recorded at the end of the experiment in 10 M NBQX and sub-
tions is illustrated in Figure 7. Because glutamate re- tracted to extract the AMPA response.
(C) Summary of the ratio of the peak amplitude before and after theleased from single vesicles at the conventional release
application of EGTA-AM in 2 mM Ca2 condition as in (A) and (B).site does not spillover and activate BG AMPA receptors
Open bar is for the CF-PC EPSC (n  4) and filled bar is for the CF-(Figures 3 and 4), the CF-BG AMPA response in 0.5 mM
BG AMPA response (n  5).
Ca2 should mainly reflect release from ectopic release (D) CF-PC EPSC in the presence of 0.5 mM Ca2 and 2.8 mM Mg2
sites. When normalized to their peak amplitudes, it is (Vh  –10 mV, no [Ba2]o, no CTZ, PS3).
apparent that CF-BG AMPA response in 0.5 mM Ca2 (E) CF-BG AMPA response in the presence of 0.5 mM Ca2, 2.8 mM
Mg2, and 200 M CTZ (Vh  –65 mV, no [Ba2]o, PS2). STC wasrises and decays faster than in 2 mM Ca2 (Figures 7C
subtracted as in (B).and 7D; 20%–80% rise times, 894  88 s and 576 
(F) Summary of the ratio of the peak amplitude before and after the118 s, 1/e decay times, 7.8  1.3 ms and 4.5  1.0 ms
application of EGTA-AM in 0.5 mM Ca2 condition as in (D) and (E).
in 2 mM and 0.5 mM Ca2, respectively; n  4; paired t Open bar is for the CF-PC EPSC (n  4) and filled bar is for the CF-
test, p 0.01 and 0.06 for rise and decay times, respec- BG AMPA response (n  4). Statistical significance is given by
tively). Acceleration of the rise time of the EPSC upon unpaired t test (p 	 0.05) in (C) and (F).
reduction of the release probability was not observed
in CF-PC EPSC (Wadiche and Jahr, 2001). If the kinetics
of the release time course is not affected by the extracel- et al., 2002), it is possible that ectopic release sites may
be less tightly coupled to Ca2 channels than conven-lular Ca2 concentration, like at other synapses (Barrett
and Stevens, 1972; Datyner and Gage, 1980; van der tional active zones. To assess this, the cell-permeable
Ca2 buffer EGTA-AM (20 M) was bath applied for 10Kloot, 1988; Diamond and Jahr, 1995; Isaacson and
Walmsley, 1995), then the slow rise time of the BG AMPA min while recording CF-PC EPSCs and CF-BG re-
sponses. In 2 mM Ca2, CF-PC EPSCs were recordedresponse in 2 mM Ca2 would suggests that lower and/
or prolonged concentrations of glutamate diffusing from in the presence of low-affinity AMPA receptor antago-
nist, 2 mM -DGG, to protect PC AMPA receptors fromconventional synapses following multivesicular release
contribute to the shaping of the CF-BG AMPA response saturation (Wadiche and Jahr, 2001; Foster et al., 2002).
EGTA-AM had little effect on the CF-PC EPSC in thisin the presence of CTZ.
condition (Figures 8A and 8C; peak amplitude 1.03 
0.05 of control, n  4). However, the CF-BG AMPA re-Effect of EGTA-AM
Given the lack of ultrastructural evidence for synapses sponse was reduced to 0.67  0.11 of control by EGTA-
AM (Figures 8B and 8C; n 5). In 0.5 mM Ca2, vesicularbetween CF terminal and BG (Palay and Chan-Palay,
1974; Spacek, 1985; Xu-Friedman et al., 2001; Grosche release at conventional release sites is reduced to mo-
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novesicular release (Wadiche and Jahr, 2001; Foster et
al., 2002), and therefore, the responses of PCs and BGs
likely reflect conventional and ectopic release, respec-
tively, and should be little affected by the other release
process. In this condition, the CF-PC EPSC was reduced
to 0.70  0.13 of control by EGTA-AM (Figures 8D and
8F; n 4) while the CF-BG AMPA response was reduced
significantly more, to 0.27  0.13 of control (Figures 8E
and 8F; n  4).
That EGTA-AM affected CF-PC EPSCs and CF-BG
AMPA responses differently in both Ca2conditions indi-
cates that two physically separate release sites with
different coupling to Ca2 channels operate at the CF
terminal, corresponding to conventional and ectopic re-
lease. In 2 mM Ca2, EGTA-AM specifically suppressed
the ectopic release without affecting the conventional Figure 9. Effect of EGTA-AM in the Absence of CTZ
release. However, EGTA-AM is not expected to eliminate (A) CF-BG responses were recorded in the presence of 2 mM Ca2
all of the ectopic release because EGTA-AM did not and 1.3 mM Mg2 and in the absence of CTZ and [Ba2]o. STC
completely block the CF-BG response even in low Pr recorded in (B), in the presence of 10 M NBQX, was scaled to
match the late decay phase of the CF-BG response in (A).conditions (0.5 mM Ca2). Therefore, we suggest that
(B) CF-BG responses after 10 min bath application of 20 M EGTA-0.33 ( 1 – 0.67) is the lower limit of the contribution of
AM. STC was recorded in the presence of 10 M NBQX. 10 Mectopic release to the CF-BG response in 2 mM Ca2
NBQX and 50 M TBOA was applied at the end of the experiment
and CTZ. (dotted line), and all other traces shown in (A) and (B) were sub-
tracted by this trace to reduce contamination by the stimulus ar-
tifact.Contribution of Ectopic Release in the Absence
(C) The AMPA receptor component of the CF-BG response beforeof CTZ
and after application of EGTA-AM was extracted by subtraction ofMost of the above experiments were done in the pres-
the scaled STC or the STC, respectively.
ence of CTZ to increase the amplitude and enhance (D) Summary of the ratio of the peak amplitude of CF-BG AMPA
detection of the CF-BG AMPA response. However, the response before and after the application of EGTA-AM in the ab-
effects of spillover may be exaggerated by CTZ because sence of CTZ as in (A) and (B). Calculation of the amplitude of the
AMPA receptor component was done either by taking the amplitudedesensitization of the AMPA receptors is eliminated and
of the fast component of the double exponential fit to the originalthe apparent affinity of the AMPA receptors is enhanced
BG trace (open bar), or as in (C), i.e., the subtraction method (filled(in BG patches, EC50 for glutamate is 1810 M and 304 bar, n  6).
M in control and CTZ, respectively; Dzubay and Jahr,
1999). Therefore, the effect of EGTA-AM on the CF-BG
AMPA response was assessed in the absence of CTZ. release to the CF-BG AMPA response in the absence
After 10 min bath application of 20 M EGTA-AM, the of CTZ is 0.58 ( 1 – 0.42). Thus, the reduction of the
CF-BG response in 2 mM Ca2was significantly reduced CF-BG AMPA response by EGTA-AM was significantly
(Figures 9A and 9B). The CF-BG response in the absence more pronounced in the absence of CTZ than in its
of CTZ decayed with a double exponential time course presence (see Figures 8C and 9D; p 	 0.05). This sug-
with the fast and slow component corresponding to the gests that a large component of the CF-BG AMPA re-
AMPA receptor-mediated component and the synapti- sponse in CTZ results from the prevention of AMPA
cally activated transporter-mediated component (STC), receptor desensitization and/or enhancement of AMPA
respectively (Bergles et al., 1997). To assess the effect receptor affinity, which enables BG AMPA receptors to
of EGTA-AM on the AMPA receptor component, the STC respond to lower and prolonged glutamate transients
must first be subtracted. This was done in two ways: provided by spillover. Normally, it appears that the ma-
(1) by fitting the response with a double exponential jority of the CF-BG AMPA response is driven by ectopic re-
and using the amplitude of the faster exponential as a lease.
measure of the AMPA receptor component and (2) by
subtracting the STC isolated with 10 M NBQX. NBQX
was applied after the effect of EGTA-AM stabilized. Be- Discussion
cause NBQX is slow to washout, the isolated STC in
EGTA-AM was scaled to match the late decay phase We suggest that release can occur not only from ultra-
structurally identified synapses but also from presynap-of the control CF-BG response (Figure 9A) and then
subtracted to estimate the AMPA receptor component tic locations where such ultrastructural markers have
not been reported. This ectopic release provides fastbefore EGTA-AM (Figure 9C). With both methods, the
reduction in the CF-BG AMPA response by EGTA-AM and direct input to BG from both the high release proba-
bility CF varicosities as well as the more conventionalwas the same (Figure 9D; double exponential fit method,
0.39  0.13 of control; STC subtraction method, 0.42  low release probability en passant PF boutons. Our re-
sults also show that glutamate released by asynchro-0.05 of control; n  6).
Because EGTA-AM specifically suppressed ectopic nous exocytosis at conventional release sites does not
spillover and activate significant numbers of AMPA re-release without affecting conventional release (Figures
8A and 8B), the lower limit of the contribution of ectopic ceptors in BG membrane. Evoked synchronous release
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from CFs activates AMPA receptor currents in both BGs conventional synapses with PCs. Given the lack of pre-
synaptic release structures other than ribbon synapsesand PCs, but only the currents in BGs are suppressed
in bipolar cell terminals, it may be that release can occurby EGTA-AM, suggesting that ectopic release sites are
from presynaptic sites that are unremarkable in elec-less tightly coupled to Ca2 influx. From the reduction
tron micrographs.of the CF-BG AMPA response by EGTA-AM, we estimate
On the “postsynaptic” BG side, the kinetics of thethat more than 58% of the BG AMPA response results
quantal responses are fast (200–300 s to rise, 1–2 msfrom ectopic release whereas spillover plays a lesser
to decay) and the quantal amplitudes are sizable (10–20role.
pA), indicating that they reflect the nearly synchronous
opening of a number of AMPA receptors. It is possible,Supporting Evidence for Ectopic Release
then, that AMPA receptors are clustered on BG mem-from Other Preparations
branes facing the presynaptic terminal. However, judg-The existence of ectopic release is supported by the
ing from ectopic fusion events in the bipolar cell terminalexperimental results from three other preparations: the
(Zenisek et al., 2000), individual ectopic events from CFscalyx of Held, retinal bipolar cell terminals, and hair
and PFs may not occur repeatedly at the same locationscell synapses.
in the presynaptic structure. If this is the case, then theUsing the postsynaptic response to count the number
clustering of AMPA receptors on BG membrane may notof readily-releasable vesicles, Sakaba and Neher (2001)
be as tightly localized as at the neuronal postsynapticestimated that 2400 vesicles were released by a de-
density, but rather the density of AMPA receptors maypleting stimulus. In complementary experiments, Sun
be high throughout the membrane encasing the presyn-and Wu (2001) also measured the readily-releasable ves-
aptic terminal. Immunolocalization of AMPA receptorsicle pool but used presynaptic capacitance changes as
may be able to resolve this issue.a measure of release. Their estimate was on average
much higher, between 3300 to 5200 vesicles. If both
Spillover versus Ectopic Releaseestimates are accurate, these results suggest that only
Our study, as well as those at the calyx of Held anda portion of the vesicles that are released are detected
terminals of retinal bipolar cells and hair cells, suggestsby the postsynaptic neuron. It could be that the rest of
that ectopic release may occur at many synapses in thethe vesicles are released at ectopic release sites.
brain. If ectopic release is a general phenomenon, theZenisek et al. (2000) used evanescent field fluores-
evidence for spillover needs to be reevaluated. Modelingcence microscopy to determine the location of exocy-
studies (Barbour, 2001; Franks et al., 2003) suggest thattotic events in the isolated retinal bipolar cell terminal.
high concentrations of glutamate are short-lived andThey found that 64% of fusion events occur in clusters.
highly restricted to locations very near the site of release.As the number of clusters per terminal correlates well
Thus, events that require high glutamate concentrationswith ultrastructural determinations of the number of rib-
for activation cannot be located more than a few hun-bon synapses and points of concentrated Ca2 influx
dred nanometers from the origin of release. In regions(Zenisek et al., 2003), it was suggested that the majority
where release sites are densely packed, spillover from
of release events occur at synapses. This means, how-
one synapse could activate receptors in a neighboring
ever, that over 30% of the fusion events are from sites
synaptic cleft (DiGregorio et al., 2002; Xu-Friedman and
presumably not associated with presynaptic ultrastruc- Regehr, 2003), although even in these conditions, ec-
tural specializations, i.e., ectopic sites. Similarly, at an- topic release could be closer to neighboring synapses
other ribbon-class synapse in the hair cell, it has been and therefore more effective than spillover.
suggested that fusion of “outlying docked vesicles” can We have shown that release of a single vesicle from
occur at locations other than active zones hundreds conventional synaptic release sites does not activate a
of nanometers away from the center of the synapse significant number of AMPA receptors in the BG. Selec-
(Beutner et al., 2001; Lenzi et al., 2002). tive suppression of ectopic release by EGTA-AM indi-
Direct quantal events have been detected from an- cates that more than 58% of the CF-BG AMPA response
other class of glial cell, hippocampal oligodendrocyte is mediated by ectopic release. This suggests that spill-
precursor cells (Bergles et al., 2000). In that case, how- over, even following multivesicular release (Wadiche
ever, electron microscopic analysis revealed vesicle- and Jahr, 2001; Foster et al., 2002), normally activates
filled presynaptic boutons and pre- and postsynaptic a small portion of the CF-BG AMPA receptor response.
specializations. Extensive electron microscopic analy- The contribution of spillover increases when AMPA re-
ses have been performed to study the neuron-glia rela- ceptor affinity for glutamate is augmented by CTZ, indi-
tionship in the cerebellum (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; cating that lower concentrations of glutamate do reach
Spacek, 1985; Xu-Friedman et al., 2001; Grosche et al., BG membranes from synaptic release sites. Although
2002). CF varicosities are filled with synaptic vesicles, the low affinity and rapidly desensitizing AMPA recep-
most of which are not associated with the presynaptic tors may not be effectively activated with such gluta-
active zone facing the postsynaptic density. However, mate concentration transients, in normal conditions,
in contrast to hippocampal oligodendrocyte precursor higher affinity receptors such as mGluRs could be
cells, evidence for pre- and postsynaptic specializations readily activated.
has not been reported between CF and PF elements
and BGs. Although such structures may have been over- Specific Suppression of Ectopic Release
looked in these studies, our results indicate that inde- by EGTA-AM
pendent release sites (with differential coupling to Ca2 Previous studies have shown that similar applications
of EGTA-AM as used here accelerated the decay of thechannels) arise from the same CFs as those that make
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Electrophysiological RecordingCa2 signal in the PF presynaptic terminal in response
Slices were visualized using 40
 water-immersion objective on anto an action potential and suppressed asynchronous
Axioskop 2 FS upright microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany)EPSCs in PCs and interneurons (e.g., Atluri and Regehr,
equipped with infrared-DIC. Whole-cell recordings were made with
1996). Our results show that EGTA-AM specifically sup- a MultiClamp 700A patch clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments Inc.,
pressed CF-BG AMPA responses while it had little effect Union City, CA). Signals were filtered at 2–4 kHz and digitized at
20–50 kHz with an ITC-18 interface (Instrutech Corp., Port Washing-on CF-PC EPSCs. The following three models can ex-
ton, NY) and collected using acquisition software written by J.S.plain this differential effect: (1) Ca2 influx responsible
Diamond in Igor Pro software (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).for driving ectopic release is concentrated only at the
Pipettes with resistances of 2–3 M or 1–2 M were used for re-conventional release sites (active zones), and Ca2 has
cordings from BGs and PCs, respectively. Series resistance for the
to diffuse intracellularly to the ectopic sites; (2) Ca2 BG recording was typically 6.2  1.0 M (n  6) and was not
influx distant from the active zone drives ectopic release, compensated. BGs were typically voltage clamped at –65 mV and
PCs at either –60 to –70 mV (Figures 2C, 2D, 3, and 4) or –10 mVbut, because of lower Ca2 channel density and/or
(Figures 2A, 8A, and 8D). Holding potentials have not been correctedgreater distances from Ca2 channels to release sites
for junction potentials. All experiments were performed at 32C–35C(Meinrenken et al., 2002), smaller Ca2 concentration
attained using an in-line heating device (Warner Instruments, Ham-transients occur at the ectopic release machinery; or (3)
den, CT). CFs were stimulated in parasagittal slices with a theta
Ca2 influx near ectopic sites is the same as at synaptic glass pipette filled with bath solution placed in the granule cell layer
active zones, but the ectopic release machinery has a using a constant-voltage isolated stimulator (20–100 s pulse of
10–99 mV; Digitimer, Hertfordshire, UK). The pipette position andlower sensitivity to Ca2.
stimulus intensity were adjusted until the voltage necessary to pro-
duce an all-or-none response was minimized. PFs were stimulated in
coronal slices with the stimulating electrode placed in the molecularPhysiological Role of Ectopic Release
layer. Data analysis was performed using Axograph 4.6 (Axon Instru-What is the physiological role of ectopic release? Ec-
ments Inc.), and statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft
topic release provides fast glutamate transients with Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). Quantal events were detected
high peak concentrations at extrasynaptic sites unlike using the template method in Axograph followed by visual selection.
spillover from synaptic release sites, which has to travel Reported values are given as mean  SD.
Two manipulations were used to enhance detection of glutamatehundreds of nanometers and overcome capture by glu-
by BGs. Replacing the Ca2 and Mg2 in the extracellular mediumtamate transporters. An important role of AMPA recep-
with 5 mM Ba2 (used only in Figure 1A) increased the input resis-tor activation in BG has been proposed by Iino et al.
tance from 23.8  5.9 to 42.0  11.9 M (n  6), probably by
(2001). BGs express Ca2-permeable AMPA receptors decreasing the inwardly rectifying K conductance found in glia
owing to a lack of the GluR2 subunit (Burnashev et al., (Solessio et al., 2000). In the remaining experiments (except Figures
1992). Introduction of the GluR2 subunit to BGs by viral 5B, 5C, 5D, 7, 8, and 9, where no [Ba2]o was used), [Ba2]o was
decreased to 50 M to prevent effects on synaptic release (datadelivery decreased the Ca2 permeability of BG AMPA
not shown), and intracellular Ba2 was introduced and buffered toreceptors and resulted in the retraction of BG processes
give a free Ba2 concentration of 300 M (PS2, see below). Thethat surround the synapse (Iino et al., 2001). Therefore,
second manipulation was to use 200 M cyclothiazide (CTZ), a
activation of AMPA receptors and the subsequent Ca2 blocker of AMPA receptor desensitization (Yamada and Tang, 1993).
influx may be necessary for the maintenance of the CTZ also enhances the apparent affinity and maximum open proba-
wrapping of glia around synaptic contacts which keeps bility of BG AMPA receptors (Dzubay and Jahr, 1999). Except in
Figures 3A, 5A, 8A, 8D and 9, 200 M CTZ was always included inglial glutamate transporters close to sites of release for
the extracellular solution.efficient uptake of glutamate and, presumably, isolation
of neighboring synapses. Given the very low affinity of
BG AMPA receptors, their activation is better assured Pipette Solutions and Drugs
by direct ectopic release than by spillover. Pipette solutions for BG recordings contained either PS1 (used in
Figures 1A and 5B), 92 mM CsCH3SO3, 40 mM CsCl, 20 mM HEPES,Ectopic release may also provide a guide for BG pro-
and 10 mM EGTA or PS2, 82 mM CsCH3SO3, 40 mM CsCl, 20 mMcesses to locate active synapses during development
HEPES, 10 mM HEDTA, and 3 mM BaCl2. A program that calcu-as well as following synaptic plasticity. More generally,
lates the free metal concentration, WINMAXC ver. 2.40 (http://www.
ectopic release may be required for reliable and focal stanford.edu/cpatton/maxc.html), estimates free Ba2 in PS2 to be
activation of extrasynaptic mGluR receptors located on 300 M. Pipette solutions for PC recordings contained either PS3
glial membrane and/or perisynaptic structures. (used in Figures 2A, 3, 4, and 8), 35 mM CsF, 100 mM CsCl, 10 mM
HEPES, and 10 mM EGTA or PS4 (used in Figures 2C and 2D), 130
mM K-gluconate, 20 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM EGTA, 2 mM
Experimental Procedures Mg2ATP, and 0.5 mM NaGTP. All pipette solutions were titrated to
pH 7.2 with CsOH for PS1, PS2, and PS3, and with KOH for PS4.
Tissue Preparation The sources of the chemicals are as follows: picrotoxin, GYKI 53655,
Parasagittal (250 m) or coronal (350 m) cerebellar slices from P8 and NASPM were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO); NBQX and CTZ were
to P20 rats were used for the studies of CF-evoked and PF-evoked from Tocris Cookson (Ellisville, MO); TTX and pardaxin were from
responses, respectively. Animals were anesthetized by inhalation Alamone Labs (Jerusalem, Israel); EGTA-AM was from Molecular
of halothane and decapitated, as approved by the OHSU Institutional Probes (Eugene, OR).
Animal Care and Use Committee. Cerebella were cut with a vibro-
slicer (Leica Instruments, Nussloch, Germany) in ice-cold solution
containing 119.0 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2.0 mM CaCl2, 1.3 mM Acknowledgments
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